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Il Zibaldone 1856
a groundbreaking translation of the epic work of one of the great minds of the nineteenth century giacomo leopardi
was the greatest italian poet of the nineteenth century and was recognized by readers from nietzsche to beckett as
one of the towering literary figures in italian history to many he is the finest italian poet after dante jonathan galassi
s translation of leopardi s canti was published by fsg in 2010 he was also a prodigious scholar of classical literature
and philosophy and a voracious reader in numerous ancient and modern languages for most of his writing career he
kept an immense notebook known as the zibaldone or hodge podge as harold bloom has called it in which leopardi
put down his original wide ranging radically modern responses to his reading his comments about religion
philosophy language history anthropology astronomy literature poetry and love are unprecedented in their
brilliance and suggestiveness and the zibaldone which was only published at the turn of the twentieth century has
been recognized as one of the foundational books of modern culture its 4 500 plus pages have never been fully
translated into english until now when a team under the auspices of michael caesar and franco d intino of the
leopardi centre in birmingham england have spent years producing a lively accurate version this essential book will
change our understanding of nineteenth century culture this is an extraordinary epochal publication

Il zibaldone 1805
this book examines a renaissance florentine family s art patronage even for women inspired by literature music love
loss and religion

Il Zibaldone, poemetto burlesco in dodici canti 1805
through twenty engaging essays exploring cultures ranging from ancient judaic civilization to contemporary brazil
gender kinship and power places important contemporary issues related to kinship such as parental responsibility
and female headed households in their proper comparative and historical framework

Opere 1856
this volume brings together twenty original essays by distinguished scholars on the life works and cultural context
of antoine busnoys c 1430 1492 musician to charles the bold duke of burgundy and one of the most celebrated
composers of the fifteenth century the chapters offer a wealth of new information about musical culture in the late
middle ages

Opere 1856
the first comprehensive guide to women s promotion and use of textual culture in manuscript and print in
renaissance italy

Zibaldone 2013-07-16
giacomo leopardi was the greatest italian poet of the nineteenth century and was recognized by readers from
nietzsche to beckett as one of the towering literary figures in italian history to many he is the finest italian poet
after dante leopardi was also a prodigious scholar of classical literature and philosophy and a voracious reader in
numerous ancient and modern languages for most of his writing career he kept an immense notebook known as the
zibaldone or hodgepodge as harold bloom has called it in which he put down his original wide ranging radically
modern responses to his reading his comments about religion philosophy language history anthropology astronomy
literature poetry and love are unprecedented in their brilliance and suggestiveness and the zibaldone which was
only published at the turn of the twentieth century has been recognized as one of the foundational books of modern
culture its 4 500 plus pages have never been fully translated into english until now when a team led by of michael
caesar and franco d intino of the leopardi centre in birmingham have spent years producing a lively accurate
version this essential book will change our understanding of nineteenth century culture giacomo leopardi 1798
1837 italy s first and greatest modern poet was also a critic philosopher and philologist his enormous zibaldone or
philosophical and critical notebook which many consider one of the great books of the 19th century was published
in penguin classics in 2013

Art Patronage, Family, and Gender in Renaissance Florence
2018-02-22
charles mack examines the evolving context of renaissance art while offering fresh insight into the meaning of the
renaissance

Gender, Kinship and Power 2014-01-27
scholarship on pre university education in italy before 1500 has been dominated by studies of individual towns or
by general syntheses this work offers not only an archival study of a region but also attempts to discern crucial local
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variations

Il mio Zibaldone 2015
a new account of the sui generis renaissance writer and architect leon battista alberti one of the most brilliant and
original authors and architects of the entire renaissance leon battista alberti had an output encompassing
engineering surveying cryptography poetry humor political commentary and more he employed irony satire and
playful allusion in his written works and developed a sophisticated approach to architecture that combined the
ancient and modern born into the florentine elite alberti was nonetheless disadvantaged due to exile and
illegitimacy as a result he became an acute analyst of the social institutions of his time as well as a profoundly
existential writer who was intensely preoccupied with the human condition this new account explores alberti s life
and works examining how his personal and intellectual preoccupations continually pushed him to engage with an
ever broader spectrum of renaissance culture

Antoine Busnoys 1999
this book offers a comprehensive approach to the study of the political history of the renaissance its analysis of
government is embedded in the context of geography and social conflict instead of the usual institutional history it
examines the florentine state from the mountainous periphery a periphery both of geography and class where
florence met its most strenuous opposition to territorial incorporation yet far from being acted upon florence s
highlanders were instrumental in changing the attitudes of the florentine ruling class the city began to see its own
self interest as intertwined with that of its region and the welfare of its rural subjects at the beginning of the
fifteenth century contemporaries either remained silent or purposely obscured the reasons for this change which
rested on widespread and successful peasant uprisings across the mountainous periphery of the florentine state
hitherto unrecorded by historians

Giovanni Rucellai Ed Il Suo Zibaldone: A Florentine patrician and his
palace 1981
the family book a kind of diary written by and about the family for its various members was established by scholars
as a genre in italy in the 1980s although initially regarded as an italian genre the family book can also be found in
other parts of europe nevertheless the genre can be traced back to florence where it first emerged and
consequently flourished with the lavish production of such documents this abundance springs from the social
structure of the city where such texts were essential for establishing and cultivating the basis for the social
promotion of florentine families this book presents a reconstruction of the evolution and persistency of tuscan
family books as well as a study of several aspects of social history including reading and private libraries domestic
devotion and the memory of historical events starting with the renaissance the investigation then broadens to the
17th 18th centuries and considers other forms of memory such as private diaries and autobiographies a final
section is dedicated to the issue of memory in the egodocuments of early modern europe this book was translated
by susan amanda george

Women and the Circulation of Texts in Renaissance Italy 2020-03-26
professor kent is concerned with one of the major questions posed by historical research on the later middle ages
and the renaissance did these periods witness the nuclearization of the aristocratic family considering three
celebrated and representative florentine ottimati lineages the author reconstructs the histories and activities of
scores of their households for the period circa 1420 1550 the author describes the nuclear and extended
households and the acknowledgement of kinship among the men and separate households of each patrilineage his
analysis indicates that the nuclear family and the clan cannot justifiably be regarded as opposing forms of family
organization each representative of a distinct historical era and social ambience professor kent s study places
renaissance individualism in a wider more corporate social context than that in which it has been traditionally
viewed by historians originally published in 1977 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905

Zibaldone: The Notebooks of Leopardi 2013-08-08
a look into the tantalising secrets of florence s palazzo rucellai when italian renaissance professor allison levy takes
up residency in the palazzo of her dreams the palazzo rucellai in florence she finds herself consumed by the space
and swept into the vortex of its history she spends every waking moment in dusty florentine libraries exploring the
palazzo s myriad rooms seeking to uncover its secrets as she unearths the stories of those who have lived behind
its celebrated façade she discovers that it has been witness to weddings suicides orgies the dissection of a monster
and even a murder entwining levy s own experiences with the ghosts of the palazzo rucellai s past house of secrets
paints a scintillating portrait of a family a palace and one of the most iconic cities in the world
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Il Zibaldone 1797
the figure of the putto often portrayed as a mischievous baby made frequent appearances in the art and literature
of renaissance italy commonly called spiritelli or sprites putti embodied a minor species of demon in their nature
neither good

Looking at the Renaissance 2005
sifting the available evidence carlo ginzburg builds up a vivid portrait of piero della francesca s patrons and
convincingly explains the contemporary intrigues resonant in his painting this new edition extensively illustrated
includes additional material by ginzburg dealing with the work of roberto longhi the dating of the arezzo cycle and
the rediscovery of della francesca in the twentieth century

Education and Society in Florentine Tuscany 2007-07-30
of all italian cities florence has always had the strongest english accent the goncourt brothers in 1855 called it ville
tout anglaise though that accent is diminished now florence remains for the english speaking traveller what it
always has been one of the best loved and most visited of cities in this traveller s reader florence s rich and glorious
past is brought vividly to life for the tourist of today through the medium of letters diaries and memoirs of travellers
to florence from past centuries and of the florentines themselves the extracts chosen by cultural historain edward
chaney include boccaccio on the black death vasari on the building of giotto s campanile an eye witness account of
the installation of michaelangelo s david the death of elizabeth barrett browning at the casa guidi and d h lawrence
and dylan thomas on twentieth century florentine society sir harold acton s introduction provides a concise history
of the city from its origins through its zenith as a prosperous city state which under the medici gave birth to the
renaissance and up to the arno s devastating flood in 1966 sir harold acton man of letters historian aesthete
novelist and poet spent most of his life in florence among his best known books is the last medici memoirs of an
aesthete currently professor of fine and decorative arts at southampton solent university edward chaney is an
honorary life member of the british institute of florence and taught at the university of pisa for six years

Leon Battista Alberti 2022-07-06
in this paradigm changing study of art and thought from antiquity to the italian renaissance clare lapraik guest re
evaluates the central role and theoretical dignity of ornament in pre modern art and literature

Creating the Florentine State 1999-12-09
this well illustrated and innovative book analyses convent culture in sixteenth century italy through the medium of
three unpublished nuns chronicles it uses a comparative methodology of connected differences to examine the
intellectual and imaginative achievement of these nuns and to investigate how they fashioned and preserved
individual and convent identities by writing chronicles the chronicles themselves reveal many examples of nuns
agency especially with regard to cultural creativity and show that convent traditions determined cultural priorities
and specialisms and dictated the contours of convent ceremonial life

Memory, Family, and Self 2014-04-10
publisher description

Household and Lineage in Renaissance Florence 2015-03-08
the perception that the early sixteenth century saw a culmination of the renaissance classical revival only to
degrade into mannerism shortly after raphael s death in 1520 has been extremely tenacious but many scholars
agree that this tidy narrative is deeply problematic exploring how we can reconceptualize the high renaissance in a
way that reflects how we research and teach today this volume complicates and deepens our understanding of
artistic change focusing on rome the paradigmatic centre of the high renaissance narrative each essay presents a
case study of a particular aspect of the culture of the city in the early sixteenth century including new analyses of
raphael s stanze michelangelo s sistine ceiling and the architectural designs of bramante the contributors question
notions of periodization reconsider the renaissance relationship with classical antiquity and ultimately reconfigure
our understanding of high renaissance style

House of Secrets 2019-01-24
this book challenges critical approaches that argue for giacomo leopardi s and samuel beckett s pessimism and
nihilism such approaches stem from the quotation of leopardi in beckett s monograph proust as part of a discussion
about the removal of desire nonetheless in contrast to ataraxia as a form of ablation of desire the desire of and for
the other is here presented as central in the two authors oeuvres desire in leopardi and beckett is read as lying at
the cusp between the theories of jacques lacan and emmanuel levinas a desire that splits as much as it moulds the
subject when called to address the other inspiring what levinas terms infinity as opposed to totality an infinity pitted
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against the nothingness crucial to pessimist and nihilist readings

Inventing the Renaissance Putto 2001
in the middle decades of the sixteenth century the republican city state of florence birthplace of the renaissance
failed in its place the medici family created a principality becoming first dukes of florence and then grand dukes of
tuscany the fruit of liberty examines how this transition occurred from the perspective of the florentine patricians
who had dominated and controlled the republic the book analyzes the long slow social and cultural transformations
that predated accompanied and facilitated the institutional shift from republic to principality from citizen to subject
more than a chronological narrative this analysis covers a wide range of contributing factors to this transition from
attitudes toward officeholding clothing the patronage of artists and architects to notions of self family and gender
using a wide variety of sources including private letters diaries and art works nicholas baker explores how the
language images and values of the republic were reconceptualized to aid the shift from citizen to subject he argues
that the creation of medici principality did not occur by a radical break with the past but with the adoption and
adaptation of the political culture of renaissance republicanism

The Enigma of Piero 2002-08-17
in his application of statistical methods to history mr molho offers a new approach to the study of florentine politics
scholars have long recognized that florence s deficit financing of its wars of independence against the visconti of
milan had far reaching economic political and social effects but this is the first document based history to provide
concrete support for that general knowledge focusing on the governmental and fiscal agencies of florence as well
as a number of memoirs and account hooks written by florentine citizens mr molho has gathered and statistically
reconstructed much archival material on florentine taxation public income and expenses he concludes that between
1423 and 1433 florence underwent a prolonged and vast fiscal crisis that affected both the fiscal structure of the
city and its constitutional and institutional framework his work thus sheds new light on cosimo de medici s rise to
power in 1434

Florence 2018-06-28
probes the basic attitudes the underlying values and the core convictions that rome s intellectuals and artists
experienced lived for and believed in from pope eugenius iv s reign to the eternal city in 1443 to the sacking of
1527

The Understanding of Ornament in the Italian Renaissance
2015-11-16
andrea del sarto 1486 1530 created altarpieces of startling beauty steven j cody analyzes those remarkable
paintings as a means of illuminating the artist s career long engagement with christian theology

Nuns' Chronicles and Convent Culture in Renaissance and Counter-
Reformation Italy 2003-12-04
there has been an increasing interest in the meaning and importance of friendship in recent years particularly in the
west however the history of friendship and the ways in which it has changed over time have rarely been examined
friendship a history traces the development of friendship in europe from the hellenistic period to today the book
brings together a range of essays that examine the language of friendship and its significance in terms of ethics
social institutions religious organizations and political alliances the essays study the works of classical and
contemporary authors to explore the role of friendship in western philosophy ranging from renaissance friendships
to christian and secular friendships and from women s writing to the role of class and sex in friendships friendship a
history will be invaluable to students and scholars of social history

Latin Translation in the Renaissance 2004-07-08
the transmission of culture in early modern europe focuses on the ways in which culture is moved from one
generation or group to another not by exact replication but by accretion or revision the contributors to the volume
each consider how the passing of historical information is an organic process that allows for the transformation of
previously accepted truth the volume covers a broad and fascinating scope of subjects presented by leading
scholars anthony grafton s contribution on the fifteenth century forger annius of viterbo emphasizes the role of
imagination in the classical revival lisa jardine demonstrates the way in which erasmus helped turn a technical and
rebarbative book by rudolph agricola into a sixteenth century success story alan charles kors finds the roots of
enlightenment atheism in the works of french catholic theologians donald r kelley follows the legal idea of custom
from its formulation by the ancients to its assimilation into the modern social sciences and lawrence stone shows
how changes in legal action against female adultery between 1670 and 1857 reflect basic shifts in english moral
values
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Rethinking the High Renaissance 2017-07-05
in this first detailed and comprehensive account of leopardi s theory of poetry g singh assesses both the literary and
critical attainments of a poet whose eminence ranks him with dante and petrarch singh s analysis which employs
extensive reference to leopardi s work in order to illustrate the author s own comments sets forth leopardi s views
on the larger questions of tradition inspiration and the imagination in poetry later chapters are concerned with the
more specific matters of the poetic image style and language

The Power of Tradition 2004
christian muslim relations a bibliographical history 5 cmr 5 covering the period 1350 1500 is a continuing volume in
a general history of relations between the two faiths from the seventh century to 1900 it comprises a series of
introductory essays and also the main body of detailed entries which treat all the works surviving or lost that have
been recorded these entries provide biographical details of the authors descriptions and assessments of the works
themselves and complete accounts of manuscripts editions translations and studies the result of collaboration
between numerous leading scholars cmr 5 along with the other volumes in this series is intended as an
indispensable tool for research in christian muslim relations

Beyond the Suffering of Being: Desire in Giacomo Leopardi and
Samuel Beckett 2017-03-01
the aim of this publication is to clarify the relationships between material restoration and politics in italian
renaissance art the focus of this research is on the question of origin as a foothold for political patrimonial and
cultural identity these claims were enacted within a system which rather than restoring the initial forms and
meanings of existing objects remodeled the past according to new identity requirements spaces were reorganized
and works of art invested with new meanings their material and aesthetic reality was thus transformed and
redefined the aim is therefore to analyze the potential physical modifications of these artefacts in light of their
symbolic recoding restoration practices in italian renaissance art reassessing the concept of renaissance recording
of ancient works for political purposes

The Fruit of Liberty 2013-11-04
this book examines one of the most pervasive but also perplexing textual phenomena of the early modern world the
manuscript miscellany faced with multiple problems of definition categorization and often conflicting terminology
modern scholars have tended to dismiss the miscellany as disorganized and chaotic miscellaneous order radically
challenges that view by uncovering the various forms of organization and order previously hidden in early modern
manuscript books drawing on original literary and historical research and examining both the materiality of early
modern manuscripts and their contents this book sheds new light on the transcriptive and archival practices of
early modern britain as well as on the broader intellectual context of manuscript culture and its scholarly afterlives
based on extensive archival research and interdisciplinary in both subject and matter miscellaneous order focuses
on the myriad kinds of manuscript compiled and produced in the early modern era showing that the miscellany was
essential to the organization of knowledge across a range of genres and disciplines from poetry to science and from
recipe books to accounts it proposes a new model for understanding the proliferation of manuscript material in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by restoring attention to miscellaneous order in this way it shows that we have
fundamentally misunderstood how early modern men and women read wrote and thought rather than a textual
form characterized by an absence of order the miscellany it argues operated as an epistemically and aesthetically
productive system throughout the early modern period

Florentine Public Finances in the Early Renaissance, 1400-1433 1971

The Renaissance in Rome 1998-09-22

Andrea del Sarto: Splendor and Renewal in the Renaissance
Altarpiece 2020-08-25

Friendship 2014-09-11

The Transmission of Culture in Early Modern Europe 2010-11-24
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Leopardi and the Theory of Poetry 2021-11-21

Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History. Volume 5
(1350-1500) 2013-06-28

Restoration as Fabrication of Origins 2023-07-24

Miscellaneous Order 2018-11-23
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